Rescuing the physician-scientist workforce: the time for action is now
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The 2014 NIH Physician-Scientist Workforce (PSW) Working Group report identified distressing trends among the small proportion of physicians who consider research to be their primary occupation. If unchecked, these trends will lead to a steep decline in the size of the workforce. They include high rates of attrition among young investigators, failure to maintain a robust and diverse pipeline, and a marked increase in the average age of physician-scientists, as older investigators have chosen to continue working and too few younger investigators have entered the workforce to replace them when they eventually retire. While the policy debates continue, here we propose four actions that can be implemented now. These include applying lessons from the MD-PhD training experience to postgraduate training, shortening the time to independence by at least 5 years, achieving greater diversity and numbers in training programs, and establishing Physician-Scientist Career Development offices at medical centers and universities. Rather than waiting for the federal government to solve our problems, we urge the academic community to address these goals by partnering with the NIH and national clinical specialty and medical organizations.

In June 2014, the NIH Physician-Scientist Workforce (PSW) Working Group completed a year of data collection and deliberation, and released a report about the status of the PSW (1). The report is a combination of good news and bad news. The good news is that, despite the decline in the NIH budget, the size of the PSW has remained relatively stable. The bad news is that the current demographics, diversity, and career progression of this workforce raise concerns about the future. For a start, although apparently stable in size, the PSW is even smaller than many of us realized, and the apparent stability has hidden important demographic trends. In American Medical Association surveys of the nearly 1 million (and rising) MD physicians in the United States, only 14,000 (1.5%) consider research to be their primary focus (1). Even fewer have NIH grant support; only 8,200 physicians are principal investigators on NIH grants, split evenly between MDs and MD-PhDs (1). The number of extramural NIH-funded physician-scientists with research program (R series) awards has been essentially constant for the past 20 years, while the number of nonphysician (PhD) NIH-funded investigators has increased by half over the same period, reaching 19,400 in 2012 (1). As a result, the percentage of NIH awardees who are physicians has fallen to 30%. Although public policies have encouraged an increase in the number of medical schools and medical students in the US, and medical school admission policies have placed value on undergraduate research, the percentage of physicians focused on research has fallen.

At the same time that the PSW has remained stable in size, data in the report show that the average age of the workforce is rising, as older investigators remain employed and younger investigators have not emerged in sufficient numbers. The average age at which a physician-scientist received his or her first NIH R01 grant in 2011 was 44 years for MD-PhDs and 45 years for MDs: approximately 10 years older than in 1980 (2). R01-funded investigators (physicians and non-physicians) younger than 37 years have all but disappeared, and the time from graduating medical school to obtaining a first faculty position has increased to over 10 years for MD-PhDs and even longer for MDs without a PhD. Women and minorities are underrepresented, having opted not to enter or remain in the workforce. Thus, gathering places for physician-scientists look mostly like clubs for older white men. Without corrective action, the PSW appears headed for a population crash as older investigators retire. We recognize that younger physician-scientists have not entirely disappeared; they just take longer to obtain faculty appointments and independent NIH grants. This situation creates an extended waiting period that we call the holding zone, which contributes to the disturbing demographics (Figure 1).

Enough talk, let’s do something

The NIH advisory group noted these trends and made recommendations that should be considered (1). Rather than repeating them here, we would like to join the discussion by adding the perspective of four NIH-funded physician-scientists and educators who lead long-established MD-PhD training programs at our respective institutions. The views are our own but also reflect those of the other members of the Executive Committee of the National Association of MD-PhD Programs, an organization that each of us has...
led. Our action plan focuses on four ideas that can be implemented now to sustain the PSW: (i) apply lessons from the MD-PhD training experience to postgraduate training; (ii) shorten the time to independence by at least 5 years; (iii) achieve greater diversity and numbers in training programs; and (iv) better organize physician-scientist mentoring and oversight at all levels to reduce attrition. We note that much of this can be accomplished without new funds from the NIH, but we urge that the goals be addressed through a partnership between the NIH, national clinical and medical organizations, and academic medical institutions.

**Action item #1: Apply the lessons from the MD-PhD training experience to postgraduate training of physician-scientists**

MD-PhD training programs started in the 1950s, with the first NIH Medical Scientist Training Program grants (MSTP grants) awarded in 1964. In the 50 years since, they have proven to be an effective approach for training physician-scientists. Our first action item is to apply lessons learned from MD-PhD training to postgraduate training of physician-scientists.

*Integrate medical and research training.* MD-PhD programs were initially organized to include 2 years of preclinical coursework, followed by 3 or more years of graduate school, followed by 2 years of clinical training to complete medical school. Over the past 20 years, this approach — in which there is little cross-connection between medical and graduate training — has been gradually supplanted by integrated strategies in which graduate studies begin sooner and clinical studies are often initiated prior to and continue during graduate school. Although the extent of integration varies widely, the shift in approach has taken advantage of medical education trends that allow greater curricular flexibility and introduce full-time clinical experiences earlier in medical school. Such integration of medical and research training has been neglected in postgraduate education, which is typically segregated into long periods of clinical training divorced from research, especially lab-based research. As a result, future physician-scientists often spend years away from the research environment, making their reentry that much more difficult. A lesson from the MD-PhD program is that integration can and should be encouraged.

*Share best practices and collect outcome data.* The trend toward integrated training in MD-PhD programs paralleled the emergence in the 1990s of an annual meeting of MD-PhD program directors and administrators. Leaders of MD-PhD programs from approximately 75 medical schools currently meet annually to share best practices, exchange data and ideas, and help to develop new program leaders and administrators. Although programs collect outcome data individually, these meetings have led to the collection of training metrics and outcomes for MD-PhD programs nationally, including data about whether graduates establish independent and productive research careers. These data led to the first broad-based analysis of MD-PhD program outcomes in 2008, which showed that approximately 80% of those who had completed all phases of training were employed as either faculty members at medical schools, scientists at research institutes, or investigators in the biotech and pharmaceutical industries (3). A followup nationwide survey of the 10,500 MD-PhD program alumni to date is currently underway, with support from the American Association of Medical Colleges (AAMC). Based on our successful experience, we urge the formation of a professional organization that promotes the sharing of best practices and collection of outcome data for research-focused residency and fellowship programs as a key element to improving and shortening postgraduate physician-scientist training.
Acquire strong institutional support. MD-PhD programs are expensive. Although NIH training and research grants support some of the costs, institutional investments are substantial in terms of funds, faculty time, and research infrastructure. These well-organized institutional efforts that enable modern MD-PhD training programs should also be applied to improve the quality of postgraduate physician-scientist training, reduce attrition, and shorten the time to independence. Suggestions about how to organize these institutional efforts are provided in action item #4.

Action item #2: Shorten the time to an independent research position by at least 5 years

The years following completion of formal postgraduate clinical training make up a critical time in the development of a physician-scientist. This interval is occupied primarily by additional research training and is often incorporated into a postdoctoral fellowship. This time used to be relatively short, with appointment to a faculty position commonly occurring within a year or two of finishing a fellowship. A physician-scientist’s first faculty appointment now occurs at age 40 years or older, with the first independent NIH grant obtained at approximately 45 years. This extended training interval is not due solely to increased specialty board requirements, although these requirements may be a contributing factor. From our experience, the time to first faculty appointment has grown longer because of greater expectations on the part of department chairs. The net effect is a prolonged period during which well-trained physicians in their 30s, a time when many are starting families, wait to begin independent careers. This holding zone is filled with uncertainties and increased potential for attrition. Ironically, we think that mentored NIH K awards may have the unintended consequence of contributing to the duration of the holding zone by requiring extensive postdoctoral research productivity, limiting the ability to apply for other NIH grants, not providing sufficient resources for independent research, and often serving as a prerequisite for a faculty appointment. Our second action item is to urge new training, funding, and hiring practices that will shorten the time from medical school graduation to first faculty appointment by at least 5 years.

Establish and evaluate clinical training programs that better integrate research. We start with the perspective that it is undesirable to remove future physician-scientists from the research setting to do 3 or more years of full-time clinical training and that doing so increases attrition. Currently approved research residency programs are available in internal medicine, pediatrics, pathology, radiology, radiation oncology, and dermatology (4–10). There is a need for comprehensive evaluations of the outcomes of these programs in terms of physician-scientist training and careers. At present, the only available data show that the American Board of Internal Medicine Research Pathway does not adversely affect internal medicine certification status, and that 63%–72% of graduates hold positions in academic medicine and continue to devote a substantial portion of their time to research (11, 12). There are no national standards for core curricula or for residency and fellowship research requirements. A starting point for establishing these standards should be derived from institutions that have excellent physician-scientist training programs (PSTPs), including the University of California at Los Angeles STAR Program (13) and the Washington University PSTP (14). These programs have established that protected time for research, adequate mentoring, and a focus on career guidance and individual career development goals are critical for the retention of physician-scientist trainees in academic medicine and research.

In addition to this focus on well-established programs, innovative approaches should be explored to determine the optimal clinical and research training during residency and fellowship, since many future physician-scientists do not choose to complete their residencies within these established pathways (15). There have been several recent examples of unique strategies that have allowed for combined research and clinical experiences for physician-scientists training in the field of psychiatry (16–18). Although these unique pathways appear to work well in a single discipline, they have not been tested in other specialties that differ in their length and curricular requirements. The NIH can help by funding pilot grants for innovative approaches to research-track residency and fellowship training.

Improve transition to independence awards: earlier grants better tailored for physician-scientists. Current mentored NIH career development awards, including the K08 and K23, are often used to bridge formal research training to independent faculty positions. K awards have been successful in that 42% are eventually converted to R01 grants (1), but they have the unintended consequence of prolonging the
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**Figure 2. Women and underrepresented minorities are not entering the pipeline.**

(A) Although the number of graduates from MD-PhD programs has risen over the past 10 years, women are less likely to apply to these programs than men (30). (B) The number of underrepresented minority applicants to MD-PhD programs did not increase between 2010 and 2014 (31).
training interval and delaying independence if NIH K award study sections require greater and greater years of experience and productivity (e.g., preliminary data and manuscripts) before an award is made. Additionally, K awards have restrictive policies that may slow or limit the awardee’s ability to become an independent investigator. Specifically, K awardees cannot be principal investigators on additional NIH grants until the final 2 years of the K award, nor can they serve as co-PIs on NIH grants, which makes it difficult for awardees to initiate collaborative studies or contribute to research teams.

Based on these concerns, we concur with the recommendation in the PSW report that a K99/R00 award should be established specifically for physician-scientists. The duration of K99 support should begin during (not after) the fellowship and be no more than 2 years. The R00 period should be extended from 3 to 5 years, contingent on satisfactory progress and establishment of an independent position. An extended period of R01-level funding would provide time for physician-scientists to recruit research teams, gather data, and publish findings, and it would make junior physician-scientists more attractive hires for department chairs. We further propose that the K99/R00 award should be renewable to an R01 grant (with such applications, provided new investigator status) to enable physician-scientists to demonstrate continuity of funding. This mechanism would be very attractive for MD-PhDs who already have significant research training and should be able to transition more rapidly to independence. R00 budgets should be boosted to levels of R01 grants, and along with institutional startup funds and protected time, the R00 should form the basis for independent research as a faculty member.

For MDs with little research exposure who may require a longer interval of mentored scientific training, the established K awards may be appropriate. For MDs with some research experience, a new award mechanism that we call K/Q/R should be considered. The initial K phase would provide support for 2 years of mentored research training after completion of clinical training, and the Q phase would provide an additional 2 years of mentored research training with an increased budget. If further training milestones are achieved, including appointment to an independent position, the R phase would provide 3 years of support. Thus, this award mechanism emphasizes uninterrupted career advancement of promising young investigators, rather than requiring them to apply for different grants, which may delay the launch of their career due to the often arduous review process.

In partnership with academic institutions, K99/R00 and K/Q/R programs should be crafted to address the unique challenges faced by physician-scientists as they progress toward research independence. These include (i) providing appropriate titles, salaries, and most importantly, protected time in lieu of increased emphasis by clinical departments on salary support based on RVUs; (ii) establishing career-development programs to enable trainees to achieve career goals; and (iii) evaluating the effect of maintenance of clinical skills during this period of intense research training. Review of applications for this program should place less emphasis on extensive preliminary data and more emphasis on the potential of the applicant and quality of the mentors and structured training experience. We note with approval the recently announced award program from the Doris Duke Research Foundation, which provides institutional funds to support physician-scientists during the push for independence (19, 20).

Finally, all K awards should be granted earlier, based on the candidate’s potential and the proposed mentoring relationship rather than substantial research productivity. K programs, including the proposed K99/R00 and K/Q/R awards, should be viewed as partnerships between the NIH and the candidate’s institution. Together, they should provide the investigator with sufficient funds to begin independent research and sufficient protected time to carry it out in a thoughtful manner.

Action item #3: Achieve greater diversity and numbers in physician-scientist training programs

The PSW report shows that the physician scientist workforce is neither large nor diverse. Explanations for this are numerous and include limited advising about the career path, limited numbers of role models, readily apparent attitudes in academia about women and minorities, and unconscious biases. The NIH continues to play an active role in encouraging workforce diversity, using the carrot of institutional training awards to encourage recruitment. As our third action item, we propose new practices to achieve greater numbers and diversity in the physician-scientist pipeline.

Achieve greater numbers. Of the 8,200 physicians who are principal investigators on NIH research awards, half are MD-PhDs and half are MDs without a PhD. The PSW advisory committee estimated that approximately 1,000 new physician-scientists need to enter the workforce each year to maintain steady-state. Currently, only half that number is graduating each year from MD-PhD programs (20). Although many funded programs exist to encourage medical students to pursue research, only limited data are available about the outcomes of these programs. There also is a paucity of data available on graduates from medical school who become NIH-funded investigators after an extended period of postdoctoral training, a pathway that used to be the most common route to a research career for physicians. Beyond the AAMC graduation questionnaire, there has been little organized effort to study the career paths of physician-scientists who were not enrolled in MD-PhD programs. The absence of these data makes it hard to know what influences individuals to pursue careers as physician-scientists and what sustains them going forward.

Although we endorse the PSW report’s recommendation to sustain MD-PhD training support, we note that the applicant pool for MD-PhD programs has barely increased in the past 5 years and currently stands at only 1,800/year, one-third of whom enter a program (Figure 2A). What happens to applicants who are not admitted is not known — nor is it known how many were denied admission because of less than spectacular MCAT scores, a metric that bears little relation to success in research (21). We strongly support efforts to expand the pool of potential physician-scientist trainees through outreach efforts at all levels, greater engagement with undergraduate prehealth advisors, and an enhanced emphasis on characteristics that count. Additionally, new strategies to reach students prior to entering college should be developed to increase awareness of physician-scientist careers before career goals are firmly established.

Achieve greater diversity. The PSW report noted that, among physician-scientists applying for NIH grants, men outnumber women 3:1. Despite the current gender parity for both medical school and graduate school applicants, only 37% of MD-PhD program applicants are women, and that proportion is not increasing
The PSW Working Group also found that three-quarters of the NIH-funded physician-scientists were white, and one-fifth were of Asian descent, but other ethnic and racial groups were underrepresented. Data about the racial and ethnic backgrounds of applicants for MD-PhD programs indicate that the pipeline for these underrepresented groups is small and not improving (Figure 2B). Increasing the number of students from diverse backgrounds in MD-PhD programs, and biomedical science in general, should be a top priority.

A number of undergraduate programs have been successful in recruiting increased numbers of underrepresented students into research, including the Meyerhoff Scholars Program at the University of Maryland-Baltimore County (22) and the Freshman Research Initiative, initiated at the University of Texas at Austin and now implemented at additional schools through Howard Hughes Medical Institute funding (23). These and other successful programs should be implemented nationwide to improve and diversify the pipeline for the PSW. At the same time, factors that decrease the success of underrepresented minorities must be addressed, such as the recent report that African-American applicants are 10 percent less likely than whites to be awarded NIH research funding (24).

**Action item #4: Mentoring and oversight of physician-scientist trainees at all levels should be centralized to reduce attrition**

Harmonize physician-scientist training institutionally. As our final action item, we urge the establishment of institutional physician-scientist career development offices specifically tasked to oversee career development programs for physician-scientists to help overcome their major barriers at various stages of training — barriers that include funding, uneven departmental or divisional support, and insufficient mentorship (25, 26). Leaders of such offices should have sufficient executive authority to coordinate the breadth of physician-scientist training activities within the institution. These offices should synergize with MD-PhD programs and NIH-funded CTSA centers. This type of centralized oversight has demonstrated excellent early outcomes at Vanderbilt University School of Medicine (27).

A critical component of this office would be to help establish mentorship teams for trainees that would include research, career, and peer mentors who would meet regularly with the physician-scientist to oversee his/her progression from graduation to independence. Since some institutions may not have appropriate NIH-funded investigators capable of serving as role models or mentors, we propose that a national physician-scientist mentoring network be established. This network would include a structured cross-institutional mentoring program and could be established with the support of multiple national specialty clinical societies. This network also could be supported by the NIH (similar to the new National Research Mentoring Network). We note that this type of mentor matching has promoted the transition to independence for Geriatric Mental Health physician-scientists (28, 29). With the advent of Web-based conferencing, the optimal mentors for a physician-scientist could be recruited, regardless of institutional affiliation.

Physician-scientist career development offices would be tasked with many aspects of career development training, including training in quantitative sciences, clinical trials, medical bioethics, collaboration and research team participation, grant proposal preparation, oral and written presentations, finances, leadership, negotiation, conflict resolution, and many other topics. Trainees would be able to choose from these topics to develop highly individualized training and career development plans. This office would be responsible for collecting institutional data to track career outcomes, reasons for attrition, and institutional efforts to shorten the holding zone. Finally, the office would help create a welcoming and supportive environment for physician-scientists and facilitate a community for these individuals at each institution.

**Pursue a national emphasis on postgraduate physician-scientist training.** Bringing together program leaders from across the nation to share ideas and best practices benefits everyone, and similar efforts should be developed for postgraduate physician-scientist training. It is likely that the establishment of a similar group for research residency and fellowship directors would immediately improve the quality of postgraduate physician-scientist training. Currently, oversight of physician-scientists in training is often the responsibility of residency program directors who, by necessity, tend to focus on clinical training requirements and the majority of residents who seek full-time clinical careers. Thus, this oversight is often insufficient and not appropriate for the mentoring needs of a developing physician-scientist. Additionally, many of these research residency and fellowship programs have only one or two trainees. Sharing effective training strategies across programs and providing opportunities for trainees to interact will likely enhance a sense of community for these future physician-scientists.

**Conclusion**

We propose four actions that can be taken now to sustain the PSW by attracting new members, reducing attrition, shortening the pipeline, and providing proper training and oversight. Since it is not always in the best interest of an institution or a department chair to promote research over clinical care for physician-scientist trainees and faculty members, national organizations such as the Academy of Medicine, the American Society for Clinical Investigation, AAMC, and the Association of American Physicians should be involved to proactively address how most effectively to support physician-scientist training and careers. Absent such efforts, we foresee a steady decline in workforce numbers and biomedical research success as the remaining physician-scientists turn off the office lights for the last time.
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